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a b s t r a c t
The behaviour of electromagnetic resonances in cavities is modelled by a Maxwell
eigenvalue problem (EVP). In the present work, we rewrite the corresponding variational
problem, as it arises with a view to the application of a finite element method, in a mixed
formulation. For the modelling of realistic problems the integrals occurring in this mixed
formulation often cannot be evaluated exactly. We take into account the error arising
from numerical quadrature and show convergence to the approximations using exact
integration. Finally, some numerical results are presented.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In designing e.g. semiconducting lasers, lossy waveguides and particle accelerators, one encounters electromagnetic
resonances in cavities. These resonances are described using the Maxwell equations. In order to reduce development time
and costs, a realistic modelling is indispensable.
We will assume the occurring electrical and magnetic fields to be time-harmonic, i.e. the observable fields have the form
R(Eeiωt), resp. R(Heiωt), where E, resp. H, is a complex unknown vector field depending on the space coordinates and ω is
the corresponding unknown frequency. Under those assumptions we are led to the following Maxwell EVP:
Problem 1. Find eigentriples (ω,E,H) ∈ R× L2(Ω)× L2(Ω) such that
∇ × E = −iωµH (1a)
∇ · (µH) = 0 (1b)
∇ × H = iωE (1c)
∇ · (E) = 0 (1d)
along with the BCs on Γτ ⊂ Γ
E× n = 0 (1e)
(µH) · n = 0 (1f)
and the BCs on Γν ⊂ Γ
H× n = 0 (1g)
(E) · n = 0. (1h)
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Here, the material parameters  and µ (dielectricity, resp. magnetic permeability) are bounded, coercive and piecewise
Lipschitz continuous tensor fields. The theoretical framework of the paper allows for bounded Lipschitz domains Ω ⊂ R3,
but since we will later on use exact triangulations ofΩ , for simplicity, we restrict ourselves in reality to polyhedric domains.
It is known, see e.g. [10], that the modelling of electromagnetic resonances is delicate. The early attempts to calculate
FEM approximations soon faced the occurrence of non-physical, so-called spurious, eigenmodes. Later research (see [9] and
the references therein) demonstrated that the origin of those spurious modes is situated in the infinite dimensionality of
the kernel of the curl operator, giving rise to a non-compact resolvent operator.
To overcome these difficulties several methods have been proposed. In general, there are two possibilities: either one
imposes the constraint of divergence-freeness on the problem, or one looks for an easy identification of the eigenvectors
from the kernel of the curl operator. In order to impose the divergence-free constraint on the problem one may try to
incorporate this property in the definition of the discrete function spaces. Several authors, however, prefer to impose this
constraint implicitly, using a mixed formulation. In this paper we will follow this last approach.
2. Mixed finite element formulation
In order to state a variational and mixed formulation, we begin with
Definition 1. We consider the following function spaces:
H0,Γτ (curl;Ω) =
{
v ∈ L2(Ω) : ∇ × v ∈ L2(Ω), v× n|Γτ = 0
}
H0,Γτ (curl 0;Ω) =
{
v ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω) : ∇ × v = 0
}
H0,Γτ ,Γν(curl; div 0;Ω) =
{
v ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω) : ∇ · v = 0, (v) · n|Γν = 0
}
W =
{
v ∈ L2(Ω) : (µ−1/2v,u) = 0,∀u ∈ H0,Γτ (curl 0;Ω)
}
.
Furthermore, for simplicity of notation we state
Definition 2. We consider the following inner products, norms and sesquilinear forms:
a(u, v) = (u, v), ∀u, v ∈ L2(Ω)
γ(u, v) = (µ−1∇ × u,∇ × v), ∀u, v ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω)
b(u, v) = (µ−1/2∇ × u, v), ∀u ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω), v ∈ L2(Ω).
In [3], one shows that the appropriate variational formulation of Problem 1 is the following one:
Problem 2. Find (ω,u) ∈ R× H0,Γτ ,Γν(curl; div 0;Ω) such that
γ(u, v) = ω2a(u, v), ∀v ∈ H0,Γτ ,Γν(curl; div 0;Ω).
This is the so-called primal (or electrical) formulation. It is possible to use the dual (or magnetical) formulation using
analogous arguments.
The implementation of a finite element method based on Problem 2, however, is far from obvious due to the divergence-
free constraint appearing in the space of trial and test functions. The discretization of this constraint has been considered
in e.g. [5]. It turns out to be more tractable to consider a strongly related variational problem in which one uses the space
H0,Γτ (curl;Ω) instead of H0,Γτ ,Γν(curl; div 0;Ω). This approach has elaborately been considered in [3].
An alternative approach is to include the divergence-free constraint implicitly by passing to a suitable mixed finite
element formulation. As has been shown in [2], an equivalent mixed formulation of Problem 2 is the following:
Problem 3. Find (ω,u,p) ∈ R× H0,Γτ (curl;Ω)×W such that:{
a(u, τ)− b(τ,p) = 0 ∀τ ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω)
b(u,q) = ω2(p,q) ∀q ∈ W.
Moreover, in [2], Problem 3 is proved to be equivalent with Problem 2 in the following sense:
Lemma 1. If (ω,u,p) is a solution of Problem 3, then (ω,u) is a solution of Problem 2. Conversely, if (ω,u) is a solution of
Problem 2, then (ω,u,ω−2µ−1/2∇ × u) is a solution of Problem 3.
The convergence of this mixed finite element formulation can be obtained by studying the spectrum of a suitable operator
obtained from a related source problem. This operator is introduced as follows:
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Definition 3. The operator T : W 7→ W is defined by
a(α, τ)+ b(τ, Tf) = 0 ∀τ ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω)
b(α,q) = −(f,q) ∀q ∈ W. (2)
Since the domain Ω is assumed to be polyhedric, we may consider a tetrahedric triangulation, denoted Th, where h is the
mesh size (i.e. the diameter of the largest element). Furthermore, we will assume the triangulations to be regular in the sense
of [4]. This means that the angles occurring in a generic element cannot become infinitely small and that the refinement of
the mesh must be homogeneous over the whole domain. In this paper we will approximate the infinite-dimensional function
spaces by componentwise and elementwise polynomial subspaces, with total polynomial degree at most k, for some integer
k ≥ 1. We will use the notationH0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h) to denote an appropriate discretization of the spaceH0,Γτ (curl;Ω), specified
later.
We invoke the result [6, Corollary 7.9]:
Lemma 2. The following equality holds: W = µ1/2∇ × H0,Γτ (curl;Ω).
This suggest the following discretization of the space W, denoted Wh:
Wh = µ1/2∇ × H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h).
We are now able to define a discrete version of Problem 3:
Problem 4. Find (ωh,uh,ph) ∈ R× H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)×Wh such that:{
a(uh, τh)− b(τh,ph) = 0 ∀τh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)
b(uh,qh) = ω2(ph,qh) ∀qh ∈ Wh.
The study of the spectral convergence of Problem 4 to Problem 3 can be performed by considering the convergence of a
suitable discretization Th of the operator T:
Definition 4. The operator Th : W 7→ Wh is defined by
a(αh, τh)+ b(τh, Thf) = 0 ∀τh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)
b(αh,qh) = −(f,qh) ∀qh ∈ Wh.
In [1] conditions for the uniform convergence of Th to T have been obtained:
Theorem 1. The following conditions imply the uniform convergence of the operator Th to the operator T, i.e. ‖T − Th‖ → 0 for
h→ 0:
(1)
∃α,αh : a(τh, τh) ≥ αh‖τh‖2,
∀τh ∈ {σh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h) : b(σh,qh) = 0,∀qh ∈ Wh} ,
and αh ≥ α > 0,∀h.
(2) Let W0 be the range of the operator T endowed with the natural norm
‖q‖W0 = infη∈W
Tη=q
(‖η‖W).
Then, there exists a function ρ1(h) tending to zero for h→ 0 such that
d(p,Wh) ≤ ρ1(h)‖p‖W0 .
(3) Let Σ0 be the space of all solutions α of (2), endowed with the natural norm
‖σ‖Σ0 = infη∈W
Sη=σ
(‖η‖W),
with S : W 7→ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω) being the operator that maps f onto α in (2). Then, there exists a Fortin operator Πh : Σ0 7→
H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h), i.e. an operator such that
b(σ − Πhσ,qh) = 0, ∀qh ∈ Wh
and
‖Πhσ‖curl . ‖σ‖curl .
(4) There exists a function ρ2(h), tending to zero for h→ 0, such that
a(σ − Πhσ,σ − Πhσ) ≤ ρ2(h)‖σ‖Σ0 .
Here and in the remainder of the article, the symbol . denotes an inequality up to a multiplicative constant, depending on
the domain Ω only.
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3. Numerical quadrature
To the author’s knowledge, in the literature only the case where all integrals are evaluated exactly has been considered. In
fact, in [3], dealing with a direct (i.e. non-mixed) operator formulation of the Maxwell eigenvalue problem, it was stated that
the use of numerical quadrature has to be excluded from the analysis. In this paper we will extend the known convergence
results of [2] to include the use of numerical integration. The resulting numerical quadrature mixed finite element method
will be more practical from the computational point of view, or will even be unavoidable, in the case where the material
parameters have a non-constant behaviour.
We will consider a quadrature formula of the form∫
τˆ
f (x, y, z)dxdydz ≈
N∑
i=1
ωif (xˆi, yˆi, zˆi).
Here, the weightsωi are strictly positive real numbers and the points (xˆi, yˆi, zˆi) are the integration points. We denoted by τ
the reference tetrahedron, with vertices (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1). From our assumptions on the triangulation,
we infer the existence of an invertible affine mapping Bτ , which maps the reference element τˆ onto the generic element τ.
This allows us to introduce the following approximations:∫
τ
f (x, y, z)dxdydz ≈
N∑
i=1
(det Bτ)ωif (xi, yi, zi)
def= Iτ(f )
and ∫
Ω
f (x, y, z)dxdydz ≈∑
τj
N∑
i=1
(det Bτj)ωif (xi, yi, zi)
def= IΩ(f ),
where we have put [xi, yi, zi]T = Bτi [xˆi, yˆi, zˆi]T . In the rest of the paper we assume the positive weights ωi and the integration
points (xi, yi, zi) to be chosen in such a way that Iτ is an integration rule with precision at least k′ ≥ 2k, for some fixed natural
number k′. This means
Iτ(pk′) =
∫
τ
pk′(x, y, z)dxdydz,
for all pk′ ∈ Pk′(τ), the space of all polynomial with total degree at most k′.
This integration rule leads us to
Definition 5. We consider the following approximated inner products and sesquilinear forms
aˆ(uh, vh) = IΩ(uh · vh), ∀uh, vh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)
γˆ(uh, vh) = IΩ(µ−1∇ × uh · ∇ × vh), ∀uh, vh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)
bˆ(u, v) = IΩ(µ−1/2∇ × uh · vh), ∀uh ∈ Wh, vh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)
(u, v)h = IΩ(uh · vh), ∀uh, vh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h).
With these definitions we can state the following approximation property, obtained in a previous paper (see [8, Lemma
2]):
Lemma 3. Assume that the components of  belong piecewise to [Hk′−2k+1(Ω)]3×3. Then, we have∣∣a(uh, vh)− aˆ(uh, vh)∣∣ . hk′−2k+1‖uh‖0‖vh‖0, ∀uh, vh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h).
Proof. Consider for fixed uh and vh the functional
E : (Hk′−2k+1(τˆ))3×3 → R :
ξ 7→ (ξuh, vh)L2(τˆ) − I
(
(ξuh, vh)L2(τˆ)
)
,
where I denotes a numerical quadrature approximation. It is easy to see E is continuous with norm. ‖uh‖L2(τˆ)‖uh‖L2(τˆ). We
have that
E(+ p) = 0, ∀p ∈ (Pk′−2k(τˆ))3×3.
By extending the arguments in the proof of [4, Theorem 3.1.1] we find:
|E()| . inf
p∈(Pk′−2k(τˆ))3×3
(
‖uh‖L2(τˆ)‖vh‖L2(τˆ)‖+ p‖Hk′−2k+1(τˆ)
)
. ‖uh‖L2(τˆ)‖vh‖L2(τˆ)||Hk′−2k+1(τˆ).
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Mapping this estimate back to the generic element τ, we find∣∣∣(uh, vh)L2(τ) − I ((uh, vh)L2(τ))∣∣∣ . hk′−2k+1‖uh‖L2(τ)‖vh‖L2(τ)||Hk′−2k+1(τ),
where we made use of well-known transformation formulae (cf. [4, Theorem 3.1.2]). Summing over the different elements
yields the stated inequality. 
Remark 1. Following the arguments in the proof of the previous lemma, one can also deduce similar results for bˆ − b and
for γˆ − γ:
(1) Assume that the components of µ−1 belong piecewise to [Hk′−2k+3(Ω)]3×3. Then, we have∣∣∣b(uh, vh)− bˆ(uh, vh)∣∣∣ . hk′−2k+3|uh|curl ‖vh‖0, ∀uh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h), vh ∈ Wh.
(2) Assume that the components of µ−1 belong piecewise to [Hk′−2k+3(Ω)]3×3. Then, we have∣∣γ(uh, vh)− γˆ(uh, vh)∣∣ . hk′−2k+3|uh|curl |vh|curl , ∀uh, vh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h).
In the cases where the exact evaluation of the integrals occurring in Problem 3 is cumbersome or even impossible, we
pass to the following discrete mixed problem including numerical quadrature.
Problem 5. Find (ωh,uh,ph) ∈ R× H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)×Wh such that:{
aˆ(uh, τh)− bˆ(τh,ph) = 0 ∀τh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)
bˆ(uh,qh) = ω2(ph,qh)h ∀qh ∈ Wh.
The convergence of the spectrum of Problem 5 to the spectrum of Problem 3 will be shown by proving convergence of a
suitable family of operators. A “numerical integration approximation” of the operator Th is introduced by
Definition 6. The operator Tˆh : W 7→ Wh is defined by
aˆ(αˆh, τh)+ bˆ(τh, Tˆhf) = 0 ∀τh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)
bˆ(αˆh,qh) = −(Phf,qh)h ∀qh ∈ Wh,
where Ph denotes the L2(Ω)-orthogonal projection onto Wh.
Our aim is to show the strong convergence of the operator Tˆh to the operator T, i.e. ‖T − Tˆh‖ → 0 for h → 0. We will
do this by showing the strong convergence ‖Th − Tˆh‖ → 0. To this end we introduce two additional operators which are in
some sense intermediate between Th and Tˆh.
Definition 7. The operator T˜h : W 7−→ Wh is defined by:
a(α˜h, τh)+ bˆ(τh, T˜hf) = 0 ∀τh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)
bˆ(α˜h,qh) = −(Phf,qh)h ∀qh ∈ Wh.
Definition 8. The operator T¯h : W 7−→ Wh is defined by:
a(α¯h, τh)+ b(τh, T¯hf) = 0 ∀τh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h)
b(α¯h,qh) = −(Phf,qh)h ∀qh ∈ Wh.
From the well-known coercivity of a(·, ·) and the inf-sup-condition for b(·, ·) (cf. e.g. [2]), one easily obtains the coercivity
of aˆ(·, ·) and the inf-sup-condition for bˆ(·, ·) (see [7, Lemma 4.4 and 4.10]). From this observation, one may readily show
Lemma 4. The operators Tˆh, T˜h and T¯h are uniquely defined.
Now we are in a position to derive the desired convergence result. We will prepare the proof by several lemmas.
Lemma 5. Under the assumptions above on the implemented integration rule, we have the strong convergence ‖T¯h − Th‖ → 0.
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Proof. For all φ ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h), we find
|b(φ, Thf − T¯hf)| = |a(α¯h,φ)− a(αh,φ)| = |a(α¯h − αh,φ)|
. ‖α¯h − αh‖0‖φ‖curl .
Here, we have used the definition of both operators Th and T¯h and the assumptions on . Note that, for any chosen
vh ∈ {ph ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h) : ∇ × ph = 0}, we have that α¯h belongs to the space{
uh ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h) : a(uh, vh) = 0
}
.
Consequently, we get the Friedrich inequality (cf. [7, Lemma 4.11])
‖α¯h‖0 . |α¯h|curl , (3)
and similarly for α¯h − αh. Hence, we obtain
|b(φ, Thf − T¯hf)| . |α¯h − αh|curl ‖φ‖curl . (4)
Since this inequality holds for all φ, we obtain by the inf-sup-condition and (4):
β‖Thf − T¯hf‖0 ≤ sup
φ∈H0,Γτ (curl;Ω;h)
|b(φ, Thf − T¯hf)|
‖φ‖curl . |α¯h − αh|curl . (5)
Invoking the bounds on µ and the definitions of b(·, ·), γ(·, ·) and Ph, the right-hand side of this inequality is estimated by
|α¯h − αh|2curl . γ(α¯h − αh, α¯h − αh) = b(α¯h − αh,µ−1/2∇ × (α¯h − αh))
= (Phf,µ−1/2∇ × (α¯h − αh))h − (f,µ−1/2∇ × (α¯h − αh))
= (Phf,µ−1/2∇ × (α¯h − αh))h − (Phf,µ−1/2∇ × (α¯h − αh))
. hk
′−2k+3‖Phf‖0|α¯h − αh|curl . hk′−2k+3‖f‖0|α¯h − αh|curl
and hence
|α¯h − αh|curl . hk′−2k+3‖f‖0. (6)
Combining the estimates (5) and (6) concludes the proof. 
Lemma 6. The operator T¯h is uniformly bounded.
Proof. From the inf-sup-condition for b(·, ·), from Definition 8 and from the restrictions on , we have that
‖T¯hf‖0 . sup
φ∈H0,Γτ (curl;Ω;h)
|b(φ, T¯hf)|
‖φ‖curl = supφ∈H0,Γτ (curl;Ω;h)
|a(α¯h,φ)|
‖φ‖curl . ‖α¯h‖0. (7)
Moreover, we subsequently have
|α¯h|2curl . |b(α¯h,µ−1/2∇ × α¯h)| = |(Phf,µ−1/2∇ × α¯h)h|
. ‖Phf‖h‖µ−1/2∇ × α¯h‖h . ‖Phf‖0‖µ−1/2∇ × α¯h‖0
. ‖f‖0‖µ−1/2∇ × α¯h‖0.
Here, we have used inequality (3), the Definitions 2 and 8 above, the Schwarz inequality and the uniform equivalence of the
norms ‖ · ‖0 and ‖ · ‖h (cf. [7, Lemma 4.4]). It follows that
|α¯h|curl . ‖f‖0.
By combining this last estimate with the estimates (7) and (3) above, the uniform boundedness of T¯ follows. 
Lemma 7. Under the assumptions on the implemented integration rule mentioned above, we have the convergence ‖T¯h−T˜h‖ → 0,
for h→ 0.
Proof. For any φ ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h), we get from the definitions of the various operators
bˆ(φ, T¯hf − T˜hf) = bˆ(φ, T¯hf)− bˆ(φ, T˜hf) = bˆ(φ, T¯hf)+ a(α˜h,φ)
= bˆ(φ, T¯hf)+ a(α˜h − α¯h,φ)+ a(α¯h,φ)
= bˆ(φ, T¯hf)− b(φ, T¯hf)+ a(α˜h − α¯h,φ),
and hence
|bˆ(φ, T¯hf − T˜hf)| . hk′−2k+3‖φ‖curl ‖T¯hf‖0 + |a(α˜h − α¯h,φ)|,
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where we have invoked Remark 1. Using this estimate, we obtain from the inf-sup-condition for bˆ(·, ·) that
β‖T¯hf − T˜hf‖ ≤ sup
φ∈H0,Γτ (curl;Ω;h)
|bˆ(φ, T¯hf − T˜hf)|
‖φ‖curl
. hk
′−2k+3‖T¯hf‖0 + sup
φ∈H0,Γτ (curl;Ω;h)
|a(α˜h − α¯h,φ)|
‖φ‖curl .
Invoking Lemma 6 and the Friedrich inequality (3), we can estimate this further by
β‖T¯hf − T˜hf‖ . hk′−2k+3‖T¯hf‖0 + sup
φ∈H0,Γτ (curl;Ω;h)
|a(α˜h − α¯h,φ)|
‖φ‖curl
. hk
′−2k+3‖f‖0 + ‖α˜h − α¯h‖0
. hk
′−2k+3‖f‖0 + |α˜h − α¯h|curl . (8)
Applying Definitions 7 and 8, and Remark 1, the last term of (8) is further estimated by
|α˜h − α¯h|2curl . bˆ(α˜h − α¯h,µ−1/2∇ × (α˜h − α¯h))
= bˆ(α˜h,µ−1/2∇ × (α˜h − α¯h))− bˆ(α¯h,µ−1/2∇ × (α˜h − α¯h))
= −(Phf,µ−1/2∇ × (α˜h − α¯h))h − bˆ(α¯h,µ−1/2∇ × (α˜h − α¯h))
= b(α¯h,µ−1/2∇ × (α˜h − α¯h))− bˆ(α¯h,µ−1/2∇ × (α˜h − α¯h))
. hk
′−2k+3|α¯h|curl |α˜h − α¯h|curl .
Consequently, we find
|α˜h − α¯h|curl . hk′−2k+3|α¯h|curl . (9)
Finally, combining the estimate at the end of the proof of Lemma 6 with (8) and (9) concludes the proof. 
Lemma 8. Under the assumptions on the implemented integration rule mentioned above, we have the convergence ‖Tˆh−T˜h‖ → 0,
for h→ 0.
Proof. From the definition of the space Wh, we know there exists a divergence-free function φ ∈ H0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h), such that
‖Tˆhf − T˜hf‖2h = bˆ(φ, Tˆhf − T˜hf). (10)
Further, we obtain
‖Tˆhf − T˜hf‖2h = bˆ(φ, Tˆhf − T˜hf) = bˆ(φ, Tˆhf)− bˆ(φ, T˜hf)
= a(α˜h,φ)− aˆ(αˆh,φ)
= a(α˜h,φ)− a(αˆh,φ)+ a(αˆh,φ)− aˆ(αˆh,φ)
. |a(α˜h,φ)− a(αˆh,φ)| + |a(αˆh,φ)− aˆ(αˆh,φ)|
. ‖α˜h − αˆh‖0‖φ‖0 + hk′−2k+1‖αˆh‖0‖φ‖0. (11)
Here, we subsequently used (10), Definitions 7 and 6, the boundedness of the form a(·, ·) and Lemma 3. Next, from the
properties ofµ−1, the uniform equivalence of the norms ‖ · ‖ and ‖ · ‖h, (cf. [7, Lemma 4.4]), and Definitions 7 and 6, we find
that
|αˆh − α˜h|curl . b(αˆh − α˜h,µ−1/2∇ × (αˆh − α˜h))
. bˆ(αˆh − α˜h,µ−1/2∇ × (αˆh − α˜h))
= bˆ(αˆh,µ−1/2∇ × (αˆh − α˜h))− bˆ(α˜h,µ−1/2∇ × (αˆh − α˜h))
= (µ−1/2∇ × (αˆh − α˜h), Phf)− (µ−1/2∇ × (αˆh − α˜h), Phf)
= 0,
and obtain
∇ × (αˆh − α˜h) = 0. (12)
Combining (12), Definitions 7 and 6, we see that functions fromH0,Γτ (curl;Ω; h) belonging to the kernel of the curl operator,
are orthogonal to α˜, resp. α¯, with respect to the inner product a(·, ·), resp. aˆ(·, ·). This holds in particular for αˆh − α˜h. From
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this observation and Lemma 3, we arrive at
‖αˆh − α˜h‖20 . aˆ(αˆh − α˜h, αˆh − α˜h) = aˆ(α˜h, αˆh − α˜h)
= aˆ(α˜h, αˆh − α˜h)− a(α˜h, αˆh − α˜h)
. hk
′−2k+1‖αˆh − α˜h‖0‖α˜h‖0
and hence
‖αˆh − α˜h‖0 . hk′−2k+1‖α˜h‖0. (13)
Analogously as in the estimate for α¯h (cf. the proof of Lemma 7), we obtain
‖α˜h‖0 . ‖f‖0 (14)
and
‖αˆh‖0 . ‖f‖0. (15)
The second term in (11) is estimated as follows: from
µ−1/2∇ × φ = Tˆhf − T˜hf
and the discrete Friedrich inequality, we find
‖φ‖0 . ‖Tˆhf − T˜hf‖0. (16)
Combining (11) and (13)–(16) and the uniform equivalence of the norms ‖ · ‖ and ‖ · ‖h concludes the proof. 
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions on the implemented integration rule mentioned above, we have the convergence ‖Tˆh−Th‖ →
0, for h→ 0. The convergence is of order O(hk′−2k+1).
Proof. It is now sufficient to combine Lemmas 5–8. 
4. Numerical results
We have tested the obtained theoretical results with some numerical examples in the simpler two-dimensional case.
A difficulty in testing is that exact integration is not possible or at least very hard to implement in most interesting cases,
i.e. when very irregular material behaviour occurs. In order to allow comparison with results in which exact integration is
used, we restricted ourselves to smooth scalar material parameters for the numerical tests.
We considered a two-dimensional square domain with side 1, which we triangulate using a standard regular mesh. We
discretise the function space H0,Γτ (curl;Ω) invoking the lowest-order edge elements, see [11]. For simplicity, we assumed
Γν = ∅. In the numerical quadrature case, we implemented the quadrature rules described in [12] with k′ = 3.
In the first numerical experiment, we considered a slowly varying polynomial behaviour for the inverse permeabilityµ−1
(µ−1 = 5x2+20xy−30y2+100), while taking  constant. In this case we expect that the effect of the numerical integration rule
is minimal. In Fig. 1, we depicture the lowest eigenvalues obtained with and without the inclusion of numerical quadrature.
In this figure the relative quadrature errors are displayed for the first (), second (+), third () and fourth (◦) eigenvalue. We
see that both methods converge to the same value, rapidly hitting numerical precision. Even more important, the numerical
integration does not give rise to the occurrence of spurious modes.
In the second numerical experiment, we considered the same behaviour for  as we had in the first experiment for µ−1.
To the expression for µ−1, on the contrary, we added a rapidly varying sine function (µ−1 = 5x2 + 20xy − 30y2 + 100 +
50 sin(50x) cos(30y)). In this case we expect a discrepancy between the numerical quadrature case and the exact integration
case, until the mesh is fine enough to capture the oscillations. As can be seen in Fig. 2, this is exactly the behaviour we observe.
Again, the numerical integration does not give rise to the appearance of spurious modes.
Both experiments confirm that, for sufficiently smooth material parameters  and µ, the total error is dominated by the
finite element discretization error, while the additional quadrature error of order O(hk′−2k+1) is relatively small.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we considered a mixed Maxwell EVP, which we discretised using a FEM. We extended known theoretical
convergence results in order to include the use of numerical quadrature. To this end, we have defined a set of operators,
which are shown to converge to the operator arising from the continuous case. Further, we stated sufficient conditions on
the finite elements, material parameters and quadrature rule for the convergence of the combined numerical quadrature
finite element method and for the avoidance of spurious eigenmodes. Our results are in particular useful when considering
complicated materials.
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Fig. 1. Relative quadrature error in experiment 1.
Fig. 2. Relative quadrature error in experiment 2.
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